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By correcting previous impact theory, Mayo (1945) develops an improved theory to 
determine the force acting on the hull during impact of a prismatic hull with positive trim. 
The key contributions to the impact problem that Mayo considers include: flow in 
transverse planes, momentum equations, aspect-ratio corrections, effect of generated 
wave on the virtual mass, distribution of surface pressure, and conditions for maximum 
impact force. 
The forward velocity of the seaplane float causes momentum to be passed into the 
hydrodynamic downwash. For impact with trim the rate of penetration is determined not 
only by the velocity component normal to the keel but also by the velocity component 
parallel to the keel, which tends to reduce the penetration.  
The motion of the hull for oblique impact considers not only perpendicular but parallel 
flow motions in respect to the keel. The paper considers transverse “flow planes” which 
are fixed in space and can be seen in Figure 7. The hull passes through these flow planes 
and when the step clears a flow plane the flow plane then becomes a part of the wake. 
Thus for oblique impact the flow plane comes into contact with all cross-sections as the 
hull form passes through it with time, whereas for solely vertical impact the flow plane is 
in contact with only one cross section. 
For an ideal fluid, the growth of the of the intersected hull cross section as it passes a 
particular plane will only be used to determine the flow in that particular plane. The 
entire flow process for an individual plane begins when the keel line penetrates the 





For vertical impact with a hull with some trim angle, the accelerated water during impact 
is in the direction normal to the plating, thus the stationary plane in which the fluid 
moves is in the direction normal to the keel. As the keel immerses there is a difference in 
depth along the keel and this difference causes longitudinal pressure gradients. These 
longitudinal pressure gradients change the end effects of the flow and the cross-plane-
flow.  To account for the various differences in flow caused by the longitudinal pressure 
differences, an aspect-ratio factor is applied to the pressure equation. 
The total impact force is found by total rate of change of momentum, which is equal to 
summing all the reactions of the individual flow planes that the hull encounters and also 
the momentum that is passed on to the downwash along with the flow planes that slide 
off the step. The total hydrodynamic force in the direction of the velocity normal to the 
keel is defined by the equation below.  
&!  %% 5)+!6 Z )*!' 
However, in order to get the longitudinal load distribution, each reaction of each 
individual flow plane affected by the impact at a particular instant of loading must be 
determined. 
In order to apply the equation above, this force equation is derived again with empirical 
equations for virtual mass and aspect-ratio corrections for the distributed load. A brief 
summary is provided, with key equations that determine the end result of the force acting 
normal to the hull.  
The force acting on the hull due to an individual transverse flow plane given in the 
equation below, considers the momentum of the flow in that transverse plane. 
&'  %% n(-7% %-%o 
To obtain the total force, the forces acting on the hull from each individual flow plane 
can be integrated over the effected length of the hull. For fixed trim impact a total force 
equation is defined by the following equation, where the first term is related to the virtual 
mass of the flow beneath the hull and the rate at which the momentum of the seaplane is 
imparted to the downwash.  
&!  (,7 %!%3 sin  5cos 67 Z (,7!7sin  cos  
	,E	
	
To account for the virtual mass of the flow in the transverse plane, Sydow’s theoretical 
equation for flow in normal planes of a triangular prism along with Pabst’s empirical 
aspect ratio factor to correct for end loss were used. The effective aspect ratio used in this 
case, is the length to mean-beam ratio. However, to correct for the inaccuracy of Pabt’s 
aspect-ratio factor determined by submerged vibration test a correction factor of 0.82 
derived from experimental results was introduced into the equation for the virtual mass of 
the flow in the transverse plane. The resulting equation is given below. 
)'  0.82 n T2 Y 1o7 T 2 -7% n1 Y tan 2 tano 
The equation above can only be used for small deadrise angles due to the aspect-ratio 
factor. With further substitutions and knowing that the total force equation already stated 
was derived on the relationship that (  )' -7%⁄  the )' equation can be substituted 
into the normal force equation and gives the following final total force formula. 
&'  0.82 2 n T2 Y 1o7 n1 Y tan 2 tano T,7sin  cos  u ,
%!%3 cos  Z !7v 
When comparing this method to experimental data for planing, vertical drop, and oblique 
impact, the theory shows good agreement for the loss of momentum imparted to the 
downwash. Also, the oblique impact data shows that old theory used greatly 
overestimates the impact force, thus the proposed theory gives good results especially for 
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